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Tech tools can lead 
fight against modern 
slavery: UN expert

From tracing ill-gotten gains back to their
source to spotting illegal factories, tech-
nology will be key in beating slavery as a

fragmenting workplace leaves many more at risk,
the United Nations leading expert on slavery
said yesterday. With an increase in automation
and temporary contracts, billions go without
rights like holiday pay or a minimum wage, but
the technology which has enabled many of these
changes can also be used to beat workplace
abuses, said Urmila Bhoola. 

“It (technology) definitely presents both a
threat and an opportunity,” the UN special rap-
porteur on contemporary forms of slavery told
the Thomson Reuters Foundation. “But the
opportunities for using tech as a tool to identi-
fy people who are in modern slavery and to
assist them are far greater and they outweigh
the threat.”

Two billion people - more than 60% of the
world’s workers - are in informal employment,
where they are not covered by formal arrange-
ments, such as a contract, or do not have pro-
tections like sick pay, International Labor
Organization data shows. Those in informal
work are known to be at a higher risk of slavery,
said Bhoola, as she prepares to present a report
on current and emerging forms of slavery to the
UN next week.

The number of informal workers is set to swell
in coming years, as low-skilled workers are
pushed out of more stable employment by
automation and others move towards short-term
jobs offered through digital platforms, she said.
“If we look at the informal economy and the
anticipated increase in informal work and more
precariousness and vulnerability, then we are
very far from decent work and human rights in
the workplace,” she said.

But even as technology enables some
unscrupulous employers to abuse labor rights, it
is also helping to identify slave-owners and offer
help to those at risk, the South African lawyer
said in a phone interview from Johannesburg.
She cited innovative tools ranging from a project
using satellite images to look out for illegal fac-
tories to secure blockchain databases that trace
fashion back to the source, and simple apps giv-
ing advice and contacts to vulnerable workers.
“Those tools can play a critical role,” she said.

“Protecting people is about providing access
to information - where to go for help, where to
go if you have a grievance. “If you are enslaved
in domestic work, for instance, and you get one
opportunity to use someone’s phone, what are
you able to do with that phone to get help?”
Technology is not a quick fix, said Bhoola, who
raised concerns that the majority of anti-slavery
technology is still being developed and deployed
in the West, not in the developing world where
the prevalence of abuse is highest. 

She called for action to ensure that slavery
victims were consulted about new tools, saying
those who had experienced abuse were best
placed to advise on what help others in the same
situation might need. Governments must also
step in to prosecute abuses and ensure that
businesses face the prospect of “remedy and
reparation” if they are found to have committed
or enabled abuses, she said.

However, with many police forces facing
stretched budgets and slave-owners hiding from
view, technology can help show them where to
look, said Bhoola. She cited a UN report sug-
gesting that some $150 billion in profits is gen-
erated each year as a result of modern slavery.
“If you are actually able to find where that mon-
ey is emanating from, where it’s going and how it
is being used ... then you really have a very
strong basis for addressing what is essentially a
hidden crime,” she said.  —Reuters

Head of the Lega Nord (Northern League) party and former Italy’s Interior Minister, Matteo Salvini (center) gestures on stage as he gives a speech during a party rally in Conselve,
near Padua. —AFP

How Italy’s ‘Captain’ Salvini 
steered ship onto the rocks

At a closed-door meeting on Aug. 6, Matteo Salvini’s
advisers told the populist Italian politician he was
trapped in an unproductive coalition government and

should bring it down. The next day, Salvini told Prime Minister
Giuseppe Conte he was pulling his League party out of its rul-
ing alliance with the 5-Star Movement, hoping to trigger an
election that would return him to power as the unquestioned
leader of a new government.

The League’s eurosceptic leader, riding high in the opinion
polls thanks to his hard line on immigration, had just made a
major miscalculation. Salvini’s plan rested on two key beliefs:
that Conte would promptly resign, and that 5-Star and the
opposition Democratic Party would be unable to bury their
deep-rooted mutual enmity to join forces against him, five
sources, including the League’s economy chief Claudio Borghi,
told Reuters.

But Salvini was proved wrong on both counts. Italy’s once-
dominant politician, known as “The Captain” by his followers,
is now on the verge of opposition wilderness, a mere spectator
as 5-Star and the centre-left Democratic Party (PD) form a
government without him. A master of galvanizing the masses
with his fiery rhetoric and social media savvy, Salvini’s dramat-
ic reversal of fortune shows that he lacked a similar mastery of
the political cut-and-thrust in the corridors of power in Rome.

Despite this summer’s chastening experience, Salvini does
still remain a potent political force and could be back - espe-
cially if a new 5-Star/PD government proves short-lived.
Borghi told Reuters Salvini had been resisting internal party
pressure to trigger elections, including from Borghi himself,
but eventually relented at the August meeting. “Lots of us were
telling him he had to bring down the government, even though
we know there were risks,” said Borghi, who attended the Aug.
6 gathering.

Bad advice
Salvini’s plot to ditch 5-Star and win power alone after

months of bickering over economic policies and relations with
the European Union, started to go wrong from the off when
Conte declined to relinquish power. That was not what Salvini
had expected. A senior League source said Salvini’s low-pro-

file number two, Giancarlo Giorgetti, an eminence grise who
does much of the party’s back-room power broking, had
assured him Conte would go.

Instead Conte, a law professor plucked from obscurity to
lead the coalition government, showed he had no intention of
returning to academia. Rather than resign, he demanded to
know why Salvini wanted to bring down the government and
called for a transparent parliamentary debate. With parliament
in recess for the summer break, that meant lawmakers first had
to be summoned from their holidays - giving them time to
come up with a plan to thwart Salvini’s ambitions.

“In order to bring down the government he should have
withdrawn the League’s ministers from the cabinet rather than
just asking Conte to resign,” said Roberto Maroni, a former
interior minister and Salvini’s predecessor as League leader.
“He gave his adversaries time to negotiate and create a new
government.” With Conte sitting tight, the League filed a no-
confidence motion in its own government, hoping to topple it
as soon as parliament reconvened on Aug. 12.

But the 5-Star Movement and many Democratic Party law-
makers were furious about Salvini’s manoeuvring and returned
determined to check his sprint towards a snap election. They
refused to even schedule Salvini’s no-confidence motion -
instead giving priority to the debate demanded by Conte.
“Salvini miscalculated the timing, he wanted a blitzkrieg but
ended up stuck in the trenches,” said Francesco Galietti, head
of Policy Sonar, a political risk consultancy in Rome.

Election taboo
Salvini’s August gambit was not only mistimed because

parliament was closed, but also because it meant any election
would have interrupted preparations for a crucial 2020 budg-
et. In Italy, budget season is a drawn-out process which occu-
pies parliament from the start of October to the end of the
year. Dissolving the assembly during this period is so taboo
that elections have not been held in autumn since 1919.

This handed Salvini’s opponents a perfect excuse to resist
his election push. They said they had to save Italians from a big
increase in sales tax Rome had promised the European

Commission it would enact unless alternative savings could be
found in the 2020 budget. If Salvini had made his move
straight after a triumph in European Parliament elections in
May when the League took 34% of the vote, national elections
could have been held in July - avoiding the risk of stalling such
a key budget.

“Salvini had two windows of opportunity to go for a vote -
either right after the EU elections or in early 2020. This August
move was nonsense,” said Lorenzo Pregliasco, head of polling
and political analysis firm YouTrend. However, Borghi said the
early 2020 option was no longer viable because Salvini had
been boxed into a corner by a reform tabled by 5-Star to cut
the number of lawmakers.

The change, which was due to be passed in parliament in
September, would have led to a lengthy process of redrawing
electoral boundaries and a referendum - effectively meaning
parliament could not be dissolved for two years. Borghi said
the alliance with 5-Star was breaking down and there were
particular frustrations with Economy Minister Giovanni Tria.
He is not affiliated to either ruling party but was keeping the
League out of key policy decisions, Borghi said.

He said Tria was ignoring the League’s demands for big tax
cuts and repeatedly made commitments to Brussels for a
deficit-cutting budget which ran counter to the League’s line.
Even worse, 5-Star’s leader Luigi Di Maio had switched tack
from taking on Brussels with the League to backing Tria in a
bid to undermine the League’s constant rise in the polls. “I told
him: ‘Matteo, you have to get rid of Tria, or you have to pull
out,” Borghi told Reuters.

Enter the old guard
Despite the questionable timing, Salvini’s attack may still

have come off but for the decisive return of two figures who
had drifted away from the limelight: former PD prime minister
Matteo Renzi and 5-Star’s 71-year-old founder, comedian
Beppe Grillo. Salvini was banking on 5-Star’s Di Maio and
Democratic Party chief Nicola Zingaretti wanting to fight elec-
tions, rather than bury their bitter rivalry and forge an unlikely
alliance. —Reuters
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Colombia’s indigenous 
tribes share secrets to 
safeguard the Amazon 

Sitting in a circle in a wooden shack on the outskirts of
Leticia, the capital of Colombia’s Amazonas province,
indigenous leaders savored powdered coca leaves and

tobacco paste as part of an ancient ritual that connects them
with their ancestors. The message passed down through their
tribes has stayed the same for thousands of years: preserve
life. “We’ve been protecting the Amazon for millennia,” said
Julio Bombaire, one of six indigenous leaders from different
Colombian Amazon tribes taking part in the ceremony.

“Our creators taught us how to take care of our land and
live in harmony. We were given a mandate and a responsibility
by our creator to conserve life and nature,” he said. It is an
age-old custom which indigenous leaders urged the presidents
of Colombia, Peru and Ecuador - scheduled to meet in the bor-
der town of Leticia on Friday to discuss forest fires raging in
the Brazilian Amazon - to heed and respect.

The political leaders are expected to explore how best to
join forces to preserve the Amazon. The world’s largest rainfor-
est is under growing threat from deforestation and fires, which
could hamper the global fight to curb climate change. An aide
for Brazil’s President Jair Bolsonaro said on Monday he would
miss the summit to prepare for surgery, although he was
expected to join by video link.

Colombia’s President Ivan Duque has said he wants the
country to lead a “conservation pact” to protect forests in the
Amazon basin, which is also shared by Venezuela, Peru,
Ecuador, Guyana, Suriname and Bolivia, where fires are burn-
ing too. Indigenous leaders in Colombia told the Thomson
Reuters Foundation their voice and participation would be
crucial for any regional pact to work.

“The forest is here not because presidents have pro-
tected it but because of our knowledge that has been
transferred orally from generation to generation. This isn’t

about a four-year term as president. This is forever,” said
Bombaire from the Muri tribe. “The danger comes from
those governments who ignore or do not recognize this
millennial knowledge,” he said, as others murmured in
agreement, bowing their heads to the floor.

‘Death by a million cuts’
Countries that are home to the Amazon have struggled

to stem deforestation rates in recent years. More trees are
being cut down or burned to clear land for agriculture and
cattle ranching, along with illegal mining and logging that is

going unchecked, environmentalists say. “How it happens in
the Amazon is death by a mill ion cuts,” said Laurel
Sutherlin, a spokesman for the Rainforest Action Network
(RAN), a U.S.-based campaign group.

“A road gets put in, then small-scale miners and people
come in - they burn a little bit here, then it grows, and then
the companies come in and it kind of metastasises,” he
said. Protection of the Amazon’s forests is seen as a vital
pillar of efforts to slow global warming because trees
absorb carbon dioxide, the main heat-trapping gas, from
the air. —Reuters

People walk along treks on the Three Crosses hill the morning after a fire burnt five hectares of the hill in Medellin,
Antioquia Department, Colombia. Three men were arrested on suspicion of arson, authorities reported.  —AFP 

Barbed wire and black 
humor - activists line 
up for protest tattoos

Ivan Loktev, a young Russian opposition activist, wanted a
memento of a string of protests that have drawn tens of thou-
sands to Moscow’s streets this summer, and the crackdown that

ensued. So on Tuesday, he got himself tattooed. The image, inked
onto his chest, is based on a famous 1989 photograph of a Chinese

protester facing down a line of tanks on Tiananmen Square. He
hopes it will serve as a reminder that dozens of his peers are facing
jail time for taking part in Moscow’s biggest sustained protest
movement since 2011-2013. “Today I got a tattoo of the Tank Man...
(He represents) every person who tries to do something, who goes
to the demonstrations,” Loktev said. “Young people, the same age
as me, who despite all the pressure... refuse to back down,” he said.
“Right there in the prison cell, they are alone.” The rallies, triggered
by the authorities’ decision to bar a slew of opposition-minded can-
didates from running in a local election this coming Sunday in the
Russian capital, have led to the brief detention of more than 2,000
people since mid-July. The authorities say the barred candidates
faked the signatures of supporters needed to take part in the vote,
an allegation the disqualified candidates deny. Courts have handed

down jail terms to scores of protesters and activists, with many still
awaiting trial. A few hours before Loktev lined up in a busy art
gallery to receive his tattoo, two men in their mid-20s received sen-
tences of up to three years for using violence against police.
Another received five years for a tweet.

The art gallery event was organized to raise funds for an anti-
corruption group run by Kremlin critic Alexei Navalny. The authori-
ties have frozen bank accounts associated with Navalny’s founda-
tion as part of a money laundering investigation that he says is
trumped up. The gallery exhibited drawings by the politician’s
brother, Oleg Navalny, produced during a three-and-a-half year
prison sentence he served that supporters say was also politically-
motivated. Loktev’s tattoo was one of his designs, in which barbed
wire, black humor and political messages abound. —Reuters


